
This LED Recessed light bulbs BR30 use only 8.5W, replacement for BR30
halogen and incandescent bulbs available, saving up to 86% electricity.
15,000 hours lifespan, our BR30 LED flood light bulbs will reduce your
relamping costs, up to 13.69 years (based on 3hrs /day of use) with upgrade
LED chips.
Seamless and smooth dimming capabilities from 100-10% with modern LED
dimmers allow you to create the ambiance at your preference. Bright white LED
bulbs provide high-quality indoor and outdoor lighting, no flickering, no buzzing
and no delay for maximum eye comfort.
LED flood light bulb BR30 shape, warm white 3000K, E26 mediumbase, 650
lumens, dimmable, damp rated, AC-120V, 120 degree
2 YEAR WARRANTY! If there is any quality problem of our light or you are not
satisfied with your purchase in our store, please kindly contact us and we
provide a No-question-asked return or refund service.

OVERVIEW
Energetic BR30 LED flood light bulbs provide 650 lumens of 3000K warm white (5000K daylight) light, equivalent to 65-Watt incandescent bulbs with
86% less energy use. They are economical substitutes for your old CFL, halogen or incandescent bulbs.
With standard E26 Base, they are easy to be installed in the recessed cans. Smooth dimming capability offers seamless, flicker-free, silent dimming
that works with most dimmers on the market. Bring new look and set new mood with our BR30 LED bulbs.

KEY FEATURES
Living room, bedroom, table
lamp, dining room, restaurant

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Contents are subject to change without notice.

LED RECESSED LIGHT BULB

PROJECT:_____________________ 
CATALOGUE #: ________________
FIXTURE TYPE: ________________
NOTES: _______________________

BR30

DISTRIBUTED BY:

1010 Martin Luther King Jr. Pkway.
Suite 200
Durham, NC 27713
www.epoweron.com

ITEM

20200420-1

Wattage

9.5W

20200421-2

20191019-1

20200421-1

20200420-2

20191019-2

9.5W

8.5W

9.5W

9.5W

8.5W

Voltage

120V

120V

120V

120V

120V

120V

Lumen

750LM

750LM

650LM

750LM

750LM

3000klm

Color

3000K

5000K

3000K

3000K

5000K

5000K

BR30-9.5W-750LM-3000K-CRI90-6Pack

BR30-9.5W-750LM-5000K-CRI80-6Pack

BR30-8.5W-650LM-3000K-6Pack

BR30-9.5W-750LM-3000K-CRI80-6Pack

BR30-9.5W-750LM-5000K-CRI90-6Pack

BR30-9.5W-750LM-5000K-CRI90-6Pack

DESCRIPTION


